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Introduction

Introduction

Lost Reich is an alternate-history World War 
Two tabletop combat game that uses con-
structable 3D cardstock miniatures. Play-
ers create teams of Allied or Nazi mechs 
and battle to destroy their opponent’s team. 
Since all miniatures are constructed from 
the models supplied with this game, players 
can create armies as large as they like with-
out any further purchases; just print, build 
and battle!

Getting Started

Before you attempt to begin constructing 
your mech models, please read through 
the Beginner’s Guide to Cardstock Model-
ing supplied with this game. This document 
will give you an excellent overview of how to 
construct paper models, tips and techniques 
for making your models look like the ones 
pictured in this rulebook, and all necessary 

tools. Once you have read this document, 
read through your specific mech’s instruc-
tion PDF before beginning assembly. If 
you have any questions after reading these 
documents, please visit the FDG forums at 
www.fatdragongames.com for further assis-
tance.

Game Overview

Lost Reich is designed to be played on any 
flat surface, but a large table is best (4’ x 4’ 
or more is optimal.) You can use whatever 
you wish for 3D terrain, from simple green 
felt for the ground with objects placed un-
der it to create hills and other elevations to 
more complex wargame terrain designs, or 
you can construct 3D elevations and use the 
2D printable tiles included with this game. 
The more terrain features and obstacles 
you can use, the more exciting the game will 
be. Each feature will provide tactical options 
for the players and can make the differ-

ence between winning and losing a game. 
Lost Reich is designed to be a fast-playing 
wargame with most games lasting 30 min-
utes to 2 hours, depending on the number 
of mechs on each force. New mechs and 
expansion sets will be coming out for the 
game, so keep an eye on the Fat Dragon 
Games website for updates on our release 
schedule!
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History
Section 1: History

In 1938, Germany’s Nazi high command sent 
an expedition to the Antarctic on a fictitious 
mission to create a weather station. It was 
announced that the mission was a failure, 
but the reality was much more sinister: the 
70-ton cargo ship, the MS Schwabenland,  
secretly dropped off a platoon of engineers 
led by the infamous Nazi genius known only 
as Der Kommissar. The real purpose of the 
mission was to develop an array of  ultra-
high-tech super weapons that Adolph Hit-
ler planned to use in his schemes of world 
domination. While their early attempts failed 
spectacularly, the clandestine expedition did 
create a permanent, self-sustaining base in 
New Swabia that none, save the highest lev-
els of the Third Reich command, knew ex-
isted. 

In 1940, German rocket scientists Wer-
nher Von Braun and Walter Riedel devel-
oped the V-2 rocket, a ballistic missile that 
Hitler planned to use to threaten Belgium 
and the British mainland. While this rocket 
was in development, the two genius engi-
neers, always mindful of the great probabil-
ity of Germany’s loss to the Allied Forces 
in WWII, created plans for a much more 
powerful rocket, one that would allow long-
distance attacks against cities in America 

and Australia. Secretly, the Nazi Research 
and Development specialists decided to test 
one of these rockets, the experimental V-11 
Hervorragenderaketederatmosphäre, and 
clandestinely shipped it to the secret base 
in New Swabia, Antarctica, for its first test. 
German high command considered total se-
crecy their highest priority in the continuing 
arms race against the Allied forces. 

The rocket was launched at two minutes 
past midnight, December 18th, 1940. Its 
guidance system failed utterly and the pro-
totype rocket blasted into the atmosphere 
and exploded, raining debris over a nine-
teen square mile area of Antarctica. When 

the scientists sent troops to collect the detri-
tus for study, they found the most amazing 
discovery in the history of mankind; an ex-
tra-terrestrial spacecraft. The experimental 
VII must have struck the otherworldly craft, 
bringing it down to earth where it crashed 
in the rocket’s debris field. The alien occu-
pants were only identifiable by their jellied 
remains. The New Swabian researchers 
brought the craft home and, in one evening, 
the entire focus of Germany’s war effort 
changed. Hitler’s new directive was to put 
every effort into deciphering, mastering, and 
duplicating the alien technology. Hitler grew 
more and more excited as his scientists in 
New Swabia discovered plasma cannons, 
energy shields, high tech targeting counter-
measures, and most excitingly a computer 
guidance system that would allow the ma-
nipulation of massive machines by an op-
erator using only brain waves!  Der Furher 
was certain that an army enhanced with this 
alien tech  would allow his troops to overrun 
the entire world and make his dream of an 
everlasting Third Reich come true. 

This decision proved to be Hitler’s downfall. 

The secret alien tech plan, dubbed Project 
Black Tread, consumed resources, money, 
and manpower at an unsustainable rate.The 
Allies surged ahead in the conventional arms 
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race and soon the Axis forces were fighting 
a losing war. When Hitler committed suicide 
on April 30, 1945, it was with a curse on his 
lips for his advisers and scientists who had 
failed to make any progress whatsoever in 
the secret armored mech program. 

Hittler’s death, and the death or imprison-
ment of German High Command, meant 
that there were none left who knew any-
thing but the most vague rumors of Project 
Black Tread or the research station in New 
Swabia. The aging, and according to some 
quite insane, head researcher known as 
Der Kommisar maintained absolute secrecy 
from their secluded base. They continued 
to study the alien technology in hopes of 
one day realizing Hitler’s dream of a united 
Aryan Earth.  By 1953, they were able to 
recreate many of the alien weapons and de-
fense systems, including their unbelievably 
sophisticated computer-assisted driver in-
terface. 

Meanwhile, the United States had indepen-
dently discovered the existence of extrater-
restrials – or, more rightly put, the extrater-
restrials discovered America! In June of 
1947, a second alien spacecraft crashed 
near Roswell, New Mexico. While the ship 
was more or less intact, the ship’s crew was 
once again reduced to a slimy organic resi-

due. President Truman ordered the CIA to 
create a campaign of misinformation, in-
cluding the invention of the fictitious Project 
Mogul, to cover up this amazing discovery. 
The CIA created a massive underground re-
search base and testing area that came to 
be known as Area 51, the purpose of which 
was to discover and apply the secrets of the 
amazing alien technology. During this time, 
the Americans made a separate break-
through, a development that eventually led 
to the next great leap in armored combat 
vehicle designs, the mechanized walker. 
This new platform, developed under proj-
ect leader Sam Wong, combined the armor 
and massive weapons with a mechanized 
walking chassis that could go over terrain 
that no conventional tank could navigate. It 
wasn’t long before the Nazis made a simi-
lar achievement, and armored land warfare 
would never be the same.

For the next twenty years, the Americans 
and the German researchers unknowingly 
raced each other for a breakthrough in the 
alien tech. It was the Americans who took 
the prize in that race. 

Both sides were able to reverse engineer the 
mechanical aspects of the ships including 
their high-tech weapons and defenses, and 
eventually duplicate them. The Americans 

had 24 perfect armored mechs by 1966; the 
lost Nazis had nearly 100 by that time but 
neither side could make the alien interface 
systems work reliably.  The alien informa-
tion technology remained impenetrable, and 
without it these new mechs were so difficult 
to maneuver that they were nearly useless 
in battlefield tests. Dozens of test drivers at-
tempted to control their machines with the 
helmet interfaces that researchers believed 
the humanoid aliens used to fly the ships, 
yet none had the level of success necessary 
for a battlefield machine.

In 1967 American researchers working on 
their army of mechanized infantry  made the 
first real breakthrough during a visit by mem-
bers of the congressional panel overseeing 
the secret project, code named “Torolf.” The 
twin sons of Congressman J. Patrick Walker 
were employed as his aides for the trip and 
during the inspection one sat in the cock-
pit of one ship and donned the helmet in-
terface. Almost immediately, the cockpit lit 
up like a Christmas tree. After their initial 
shock wore off, one researcher suggested 
the boy’s twin brother try to replicate the re-
sults, and with no effort he did, followed by 
their father. Further testing of other family 
members had mixed results, but it became 
apparent something was unique within the 
family lineage. Eventually, the reason was 

History
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found; a unique chemical was discovered 
in their brain chemistry, one produced by a 
gene found in one branch of the Walker fam-
ily. Once this was confirmed, testing of mili-
tary personnel began to find suitable candi-
dates for the alien technology program.

This one breakthrough changed the en-
tire history of the world. Soon the sleeper 
agents the Nazis had carefully placed in the 
American government became aware of this 
new development, and the Nazis in Antarc-
tica  proceeded to identify suitable pilot can-
didates among their own population.

The discovery to the key of controlling 
the alien saucer craft had one unintend-
ed consequence: its activation created a 
link to the ship that crash landed in the 
Antarctic. Indeed, the ship that landed in 
Roswell had been a part of a failed alien 
rescue mission that hoped to retrieve 
the ship destroyed by the German’s V-11 
Rocket so many years before. The unsuc-
cessful alien rescue force had long ago 
left our galaxy, but the ship, still tuned into 
the rescue beacon of its fallen fleet mate, 
picked up the distress signal. Unknown to 
researchers on either side, the ship’s com-
puters were now fully activated and linked. 
On one fateful day several months later, 
each ship had a team member plugged in 

at the same moment, linking their minds. 
The young American officer, Lt. Damon 
Richardson, and his counterpart in Ant-
arctica, Maj. Bärr, actually connected via 
the ships computers, now knew that there 
was a second space ship and hundreds of 
battle-ready mechs on Earth. 

Both the Americans and the Nazis began 
to mass produce mechs with the enhanced 

alien weapons, defenses, and guidance 
systems. Der Kommissar, now reduced to 
existence as a brain in an alien tech life-
support system, continued to lead the Na-
zi’s research efforts. The Americans put 
millions of dollars and their top men on the 
project.  And so began the final arms race, 
the one that would ultimately become the 
War of the Lost Reich.

History
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Over the next fifty years, the United States 
and the Lost Reich fought the strangest war 
of espionage the Earth had ever seen. The 
Government of the United States did their 
best to keep the existence of alien technol-
ogy a secret from its own people and the 
world, all the while trying to ferret out the 
location of the other working flying saucer 
on Earth. The Nazis, using hired agents 
with no knowledge of the identities of their 
employers, worked to stymie the efforts of 
the Americans while searching for the other 
saucer themselves. Eventually, the ripples 
created in world espionage circles became 
too big a secret and the entire world became 
interested in the cloak and dagger games 
being played by the United States against 
opponents unknown. The highest echelons 
of the United Nations demanded access to 
this new technology to prepare for what-
ever conflict the Americans were preparing 
for. Mech war paranoia became the guiding 
force behind world foreign policy. 

After years of this international game of cloak 
and dagger, a simple wrong turn brought the 
war to a head. Naturalist Ilias Mastrogior-
gos’ Antarctic mission found itself hopeless-
ly lost. Climbing to the top of an ice ridge in 
a supposedly uninhabited region they spot-
ted the Swastika-emblazoned domes of the 
New Swabia ice station. Before the Nazis 

History

could neutralize the small group of explor-
ers Mastrogiorgos had reported his discov-
ery, along with photographs and geological 
coordinates with his satellite phone. Sud-
denly, the world knew that a Lost Reich had 
survived WWII. 

The Nazis struck. On January 3rd, 2015, 
agents unwittingly working for the Nazis set 
two dozen EMP weapons off in major cities 
all over the world. This devastating sneak 
attack shut down most of the world’s elec-
trical grid.  Overnight, cities went dark and 
the world’s financial networks and civilian 
authority went black. Conventional weapons 

were useless, but the alien technology’s im-
munity to the electromagnetic pulse allowed 
mechs on both sides to operate with dead-
ly efficiency.  Lost Reich mechs mobilized 
against strategic targets all over the globe. 
Seventy-five years after his mission began, 
Der Kommissar was finally in town. 

The Nazis built a fleet of weapons the like 
of which had never before been seen . . . at 
least not on Planet Earth. Their knowledge 
of the alien tech grows so great that they 
improve on the deadly designs of their extra-
terrestrial benefactors, creating the Panzer-
mech and other deadly designs. 

And of course, the Americans built their own 
fleet, using WWII-era manufacturing pro-
cesses that could still be accomplished after 
the EMP. They created the mighty Patton, 
the fast-striking Shermans and other mod-
els to meet the needs of the mechanized 
warriors of the secret army of freedom.

Both sides joined the battle in earnest, 
fighting for strategic territory, supplies and 
resources, and to protect their cities and 
population. They also fought to control sites 
where additional alien craft were suspected 
to have landed in a bid to increase their tech-
nological power. World War III had begun.
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 Section  2: Units
Section 2: Units
 
Mechs are referred to as ‘Units’ in this game. 
Each has a unique stat card (see section 2b 
below) and  have specific facing.

2a: Status Cube

A Status Cube is assigned to each unit to 
keep track of numerical adjustments to ATK, 
MOV, and DEF values (see section 5a) as 
well as to mark the effects of heat damage 
(see section 5c).

2b: Unit & Equipment Cards

A unit card lists the point value of the unit, 
all four statistics (Power, Attack, Move & 
Defense), special equipment and ranged 
weapons. Equipment cards can be added to 
individual units to customize them, and their 
point cost counts as part of yout total army 
point value.

2c: Unit Base

The unit’s hexagonal base is split into a for-
ward and rear hemisphere as depicted be-
low. Each direction (or edge) of the hexagon 
base has a number assigned to it. Ranged 
attacks are drawn through the #2 edge un-
less the weapon description allows addi-
tional options. Melee attacks can be made 
through any face.
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 Section  3: Unit Stats
Section 3: Unit Stats

3a: Power

The Power number decreases as the Mech 
takes damage. When this number is reduced 
to 0 from damage the unit is destroyed. 

3b: Attack (Close/Melee)

This is the number of dice the unit rolls when 
attacking an adjacent unit and represents a 
physical/kinetic blow to the target (i.e. not 
a ranged weapon but rather a slamming 
or ramming attack). Each point of damage 
rolled is canceled by each point of Defense 
rolled by the opposing unit, thus the attack-
er must score at least one point of damage 
more than total Defense points rolled to in-
flict damage. See attack chart  (section 7g) 
for calculating damage points. When a bo-
nus or negative is applied to this stat, it rep-
resents dice, so by adding 1 to your ATK (or 
DEF) is actually adding 1d6.

3c: Movement

This value represents the number of inches 
the unit can move in a single turn. 

3d: Defense

This is the number of dice the unit rolls when 
defending against another unit’s attack roll. 
Each point of ‘Defense’ rolled cancels one 
point of damage from the opposing unit’s 
‘Attack’ roll. See attack chart (section 7g) for 
calculating defense points.

3e: Figure Point Value

This is the total cost of the unit, used for cal-
culating army strength. You will rarely have 
opposing forces that are of identical point 
values, but rather fall under a maximum 
point cap (i.e. 400 pt. maximum per team).



Mech ‘A’ can attack either Mech ‘B or Mech ‘C’ as both are in its forward arc for drawing 
lines of fire. Mech ‘B’ is within Mech ‘A’s firing range (shown in yellow), but Mech ‘C’ is just 
beyond the maximum range. Mech ‘A’ can attack Mech ‘B’ for full damage, or Mech ‘C’ for 
half damage. Distances are measured base edge to base edge (not the base centers).
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Section 4: Ranged Weapons

4a: Weapon Range

This is the minimum and maximum distance 
in inches you can hit a target with this weap-
on. Ranged weapons can never be used 
against adjacent targets (i.e. touching bases) 
even if no minimum range is listed. The ef-
fective range of a weapon can be doubled, 
but at the cost of halving the damage. Attack 
dice are rolled as normal, but the result is 
halved (rounding down) .

4b: Weapon Damage

This is the number of dice the unit rolls when 
attacking a target with this weapon. Each 
point of damage rolled is canceled by each 
point of Defense rolled by the opposing unit, 
thus the attacker must score at least one 
point of damage more than total Defense 
points rolled to inflict damage. See attack 
chart  (section 7g) for calculating damage 
points.

4c: Attack Type

Weapons are categorized as ‘Energy’ or ‘Ki-
netic.’ Usually, this will not make a difference 
during gameplay unless a certain defense is 
more effective against one type or the other.

Section 4: Ranged Weapons
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 Section  5: Game Turn
Section 5: Game Play

At the beginning of each turn, players allocate 
Reserve Power points for each unit. Each 
player then rolls 2d6 for initiative, with the high 
roll deciding to go first or last.  On their turn, 
players can activate their allotted number of 
units (see section 5b.) Play then proceeds to 
the next player who also activates their units, 
proceeding until all players have had their turn.

5a: Reserve Power

At the beginning of the turn, for each unit on 
your force, you may assign your Reserve 
Power to either your ATK, MOV,  or DEF using 
a Reserve Power Cube placed on each unit’s 
card. This cannot be changed until the end of 
the turn, and if you do not assign the Reserve 
Power points at this time you must wait until 
the beginning of the next turn to do so.

5b: Turn Order

Step 1- Allocate Reserve Power points.

Step 2- Roll for initiative.

Step 3- The first player activates one Unit per 
150 army build points, so in a game using an 
army build of 500 points, each player can ac-
tivate up to 3 units per turn. Units can move 
and attack, attack and move, move only, at-
tack only, or push (see Pushing section 5c).

Step 4- Play continues to the next player and 
so on until all players have activated their al-
lotted number of units. 

Step 5- Damage is allocated simultaneously 
at the end of the turn. PWR tokens are pro-
vided to more easily track damage on each 
unit’s card.

5c: Pushing & Heat Damage

Mechs can choose to ‘push’ during their turn 
and perform two move actions instead of 
attacking. By doing this, they risk possible 
damage from the  resulting heat and must 
roll on the Critical Damage table (section 7h). 
Mechs that end their turn standing in water 
terrain avoid rolling for heat damage.
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Section 6: Movement
Section 6: Movement

The movement rate is the number of inch-
es a Mech can move in one turn. 

6a: Facing

Mechs can change their facing for free 
while engaging in a move action. 

6b: Difficult & Hindering Terrain

Difficult terrain such as water, rubble, small 
trees, craters, and rocky ground doubles 
movement cost. A mech can go up sloped 
terrain, without penalty, and can move up 
vertical elevations that are no more than 1” 
tall at double movement cost. 

6c: Elevated Terrain & Jump Jets

Units can only move on top of or over ele-
vated terrain (vertical elevations that are 2” 
or taller) if they have jump jets listed in the 
special equipment section. Each fuel point 
allows one inch of upward and forward 
movement for the unit; thus, expending 6 
fuel points would allow the unit to move 
across any terrain 6 inches in height and 
end its movement up to 6 inches in any di-
rection from where it started. Once all fuel 

points are expended the mech can no lon-
ger utilize its jump jets for movement. The 
amount of fuel expended in a single jump 
is up to the player, so a mech with a MOV 
10 and 15 fuel points could expend all 15 
and travel 15” in any direction in a single 
move, disregarding the standard walking 
movement limit of 10”.

6e: Charging

Mechs that have moved at least 5” when 
moving to be adjacent to an opponent to 
make a close/melee attack (section 3b) gain 
an extra 1d6 for the first melee attack they 
make against that opponent.

The mech shown below intends to use  jump jets to clear the 4” tall elevation in front of 
it. The terrain is 4” tall, but the mech needs to move 7” forward, so the greater of the two 
numbers is used to calculate the amount of fuel to expend on the jump.
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 Section  7: Combat
7a: Line of Sight

A Mech is considered to have a clear line 
of sight to its target if any part of the target 
Mech’s body is visible when ‘sighting’ from 
the attacking Mech’s main body. Unless oth-
erwise specified under the weapon, lines of 
sight are only drawn through the front (#2) 
edge of the unit’s base (see below).

Legal target

Legal target

Illegal target

7b: Flanking (attacking from the rear)

A mech targeted from the #5 arc lowers its 
Defense by 1 die.

7c: Cover

A unit is considered to have full or partial 
cover if it is partially obstructed on the line 
of fire. The unit must be within 3” of the ob-
struction to gain an advantage from cover. 
Cover that is half the height of the unit or 
less (considered partial cover) adds 1 die 
to the unit’s Defense value, while cover that 
is over half of the unit’s total height (consid-
ered full cover) adds 2 dice to the unit’s De-
fense value. 



7d: Elevation

If a unit is on a higher elevation than the 
unit it is attacking, it gains 1d6 for any at-
tacks made on the lower unit. Units that 
are on higher elevations than the unit at-
tacking them have their defense reduced 
by 1d6.

7e: Range

If a weapon is capable of a ranged attack, 
the effective range can be doubled, but 
at the cost of halving the damage. Attack 
dice are rolled as normal, but the result is 
halved (rounding down).

7f: Attacks of Opportunity

When two enemy units are in base-to-
base contact (i.e. adjacent) and one 
moves away from the other, the station-
ary unit is allowed to make a free close 
(melee) attack. The defender rolls De-
fense dice as normal versus this attack. 
The only exception to this is if the mech 
leaving the engagement uses jump jets to 
do so. No attack of opportunity is allowed 
against an opponent who expends jump 
jet fuel points to do so.

7g: Mech Combat Table
Die roll 1 2 3 4 5 6
ATK points 0 1 1 1 1 2
DEF points 0 0 1 1 1 2
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 Section  7: Combat

7h: Critical Damage Table (2d6)

Roll  Effect

  10-12 No effect

  8-9  1 damage

  6-7  2 damage

  5  Unit cannot move for 1d6-2  
  rounds (minimum 1 round)

  4  Weapons are temporarily dis 
  abled for 1d6-2 rounds (mini- 
  mum 1 round)

  3  Movement rate reduced to   
  half for remainder of game

  2  Unit is completely disabled for  
  1d6-2  rounds (minimum 1   
  round)
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